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Abstract

We have constructed a computer model of the precipitation kinetics of vanadium carbonitride in steel that takes into account the

composition evolution of the precipitates with time. The model takes advantage of the fast diffusion of nitrogen and carbon com-

pared to niobium to derive the composition, size and rate of formation of the precipitates during their nucleation. A local equilib-

rium condition is used at the precipitate–matrix interface to derive the growth rate of each precipitate as a function of its size and the

current matrix composition. Coarsening occurs naturally on account of the Gibbs–Thomson capillarity effect. For isothermal heat

treatments, the calculations show that the precipitates nucleate as almost pure vanadium nitrides. They subsequently grow at the

expense of solute nitrogen. When nitrogen is exhausted, the solute carbon precipitates and progressively transforms the nitrides into

carbonitrides. The coarsening stage leads to a steady-state size distribution of niobium carbonitrides of the equilibrium composition.
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1. Introduction

In order to monitor mechanical properties in relation

to the microstructure, the knowledge of the precipita-

tion state at the end of a thermo-mechanical treatment

is of prime importance. For this purpose, various com-

puter models are developed to allow for the prediction

of the influence of the process parameters on the state
of precipitation. The model that we have developed is

one of them [1]. It predicts the precipitation kinetics

of mono- and di-atomic phases in ferrite and austenite

as a function of the time–temperature history. It is

based on the classical theories for diffusive phase trans-

formation and treats simultaneously the nucleation,

growth and coarsening phenomena. The state of precip-

itation that is predicted includes the particle size distri-

bution, their number and volume fraction. From these

values, the effects of the precipitates on the mechanical

properties can be calculated.

The occurrence of nitrogen in solid solution in steels
requires that the precipitation kinetics of the carbonit-

rides that form from the metallic elements in solid

solution be understood and modelled. One of the main

difficulties of this task is accounting for tri-atomic

particles having a variable C/N ratio. This paper

proposes a simple and fast computer model that treats

the precipitation of the vanadium carbonitride V(C,N).

This case is chosen here to exemplify the principles of a
new version of the Multipreci model, which is designed

to be valid for M(C,N)-type precipitates, M = V, Nb or

Ti.
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